
fairly short book, the price can only befairly short book, the price can only be

described as bizarre; a cheaper paperbackdescribed as bizarre; a cheaper paperback

version must surely follow.version must surely follow.

Among the byways of psychiatric history,Among the byways of psychiatric history,

the contribution of August Wimmer (1872–the contribution of August Wimmer (1872–

1937) in Copenhagen must surely be one of1937) in Copenhagen must surely be one of

the least frequented. His major writing onthe least frequented. His major writing on

psychogenic psychoses was never translatedpsychogenic psychoses was never translated

from Danish into any other language, butfrom Danish into any other language, but

this has now been done by Johan Schiol-this has now been done by Johan Schiol-

dann, a Danish psychiatrist settled indann, a Danish psychiatrist settled in

Australia. A characteristically learnedAustralia. A characteristically learned

introduction by German Berrios sets thisintroduction by German Berrios sets this

newly discovered work in its wider context.newly discovered work in its wider context.
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This publication is a collaborative endea-This publication is a collaborative endea-

vour by international authors with expertisevour by international authors with expertise

that can guide planned responses to terror-that can guide planned responses to terror-

ism, in particular bioterrorism. Ursanoism, in particular bioterrorism. Ursano

(2002) has listed the goals of terrorism as:(2002) has listed the goals of terrorism as:

erosion of national security; disruption oferosion of national security; disruption of

the continuity of society; and destruction ofthe continuity of society; and destruction of

social capital. The contributors to this booksocial capital. The contributors to this book

are keen to show that these invisible threatsare keen to show that these invisible threats

to our present-day society can, to someto our present-day society can, to some

degree, be mastered – inchoate anxietydegree, be mastered – inchoate anxiety

perhaps need not rule.perhaps need not rule.

The book offers interesting, albeitThe book offers interesting, albeit

depressing, historical perspectives on thedepressing, historical perspectives on the

impact of war and conflict on civilians. Itimpact of war and conflict on civilians. It

discusses planning by the British govern-discusses planning by the British govern-

ment in the 1920s for coping with the deadment in the 1920s for coping with the dead

and wounded should London be bombed inand wounded should London be bombed in

future conflicts. The role of US civil defencefuture conflicts. The role of US civil defence

personnel – perhaps in training peoplepersonnel – perhaps in training people

not to panic – is described in detail innot to panic – is described in detail in

relation to America’s fear of atomic bombs.relation to America’s fear of atomic bombs.

This included well-publicised rehearsals ofThis included well-publicised rehearsals of

actions to take, even if they would ulti-actions to take, even if they would ulti-

mately have little effect on survival chances.mately have little effect on survival chances.

Another chapter covers what might beAnother chapter covers what might be

learned from the public health impact oflearned from the public health impact of

the 1918 influenza pandemic.the 1918 influenza pandemic.

It is acknowledged that terrorism is aIt is acknowledged that terrorism is a

potent precipitant of psychiatric illness. Forpotent precipitant of psychiatric illness. For

example, rates of post-traumatic stressexample, rates of post-traumatic stress

disorder went up by 173% in lowerdisorder went up by 173% in lower

Manhattan following the terrorist attackManhattan following the terrorist attack

on the World Trade Center in 2001, and iton the World Trade Center in 2001, and it

was reported that 35% of Oklahomawas reported that 35% of Oklahoma

residents had psychological problems fol-residents had psychological problems fol-

lowing the attack there in 1996. Forty-threelowing the attack there in 1996. Forty-three

per cent of those attending hospitals fol-per cent of those attending hospitals fol-

lowing the Scud missile attacks on Israellowing the Scud missile attacks on Israel

were psychological casualties.were psychological casualties.

Much has been learned of the impact ofMuch has been learned of the impact of

disasters on public mental health. There isdisasters on public mental health. There is

less specific knowledge in relation toless specific knowledge in relation to

bioterrorism, although responses are likelybioterrorism, although responses are likely

to be similar, whatever the cause of theto be similar, whatever the cause of the

disaster. The experts indicate that humandisaster. The experts indicate that human

responses are to a large extent predictable:responses are to a large extent predictable:

many more people presented with symp-many more people presented with symp-

toms they believed to be related to anthraxtoms they believed to be related to anthrax

exposure following the World Trade Centerexposure following the World Trade Center

attack than were infected, and some peopleattack than were infected, and some people

are particularly vulnerable to such per-are particularly vulnerable to such per-

ceived threats. Those previously exposedceived threats. Those previously exposed

to trauma may be at heightened risk. Theto trauma may be at heightened risk. The

authors are agreed that services should haveauthors are agreed that services should have

plans for dealing with the mental healthplans for dealing with the mental health

consequences of exposure (or threat ofconsequences of exposure (or threat of

exposure) to biological agents just as theyexposure) to biological agents just as they

do for dealing with the physical conse-do for dealing with the physical conse-

quences. Information should be providedquences. Information should be provided

by respected sources, communicatedby respected sources, communicated

clearly. Rather than focusing on censorship,clearly. Rather than focusing on censorship,

the provision of evidence-based guidelinesthe provision of evidence-based guidelines

for responsible reporting is recommendedfor responsible reporting is recommended

(a parallel with suicide reporting and(a parallel with suicide reporting and

prevention).prevention).

The need for bioterrorism to be in-The need for bioterrorism to be in-

cluded in local and national disastercluded in local and national disaster

planning efforts seems self-evident. Thisplanning efforts seems self-evident. This

book provides some interesting and read-book provides some interesting and read-

able papers that should help guide thoseable papers that should help guide those

charged with developing such plans.charged with developing such plans.
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This is number 25 in the InternationalThis is number 25 in the International

Library of Group Analysis. The two IsraeliLibrary of Group Analysis. The two Israeli

editors have gathered 15 contributors fromeditors have gathered 15 contributors from

7 countries. The book’s title refers to the7 countries. The book’s title refers to the

seminal bookseminal book The Large GroupThe Large Group, edited by, edited by

Lionel Kreeger in 1975. I am reviewing thisLionel Kreeger in 1975. I am reviewing this

book for the non-specialist psychiatristbook for the non-specialist psychiatrist

interested in what may be useful in clinicalinterested in what may be useful in clinical

practice. I might have written a differentpractice. I might have written a different

review for psychoanalytically orientedreview for psychoanalytically oriented

readers.readers.

Three of the 13 chapters relate to workThree of the 13 chapters relate to work

in clinical settings. Lipgar provides ain clinical settings. Lipgar provides a

riveting account of his attempt to create ariveting account of his attempt to create a

regular ward-meeting in the most awfulregular ward-meeting in the most awful

imaginable type of back ward thatimaginable type of back ward that

characterised the gigantic American statecharacterised the gigantic American state

hospitals in the 1960s, and still exist nohospitals in the 1960s, and still exist no

doubt in parts of the world. Closer todoubt in parts of the world. Closer to

home, Berke gives examples of projectivehome, Berke gives examples of projective

processes at the Arbours Crisis Centre inprocesses at the Arbours Crisis Centre in

London, which do not presume psycho-London, which do not presume psycho-

analytic knowledge. In the third, Tasheranalytic knowledge. In the third, Tasher

describes a German in-patient psychother-describes a German in-patient psychother-

apy clinic that has regular large-groupapy clinic that has regular large-group

meetings but unfortunately I found themeetings but unfortunately I found the

writing insufficiently clear to understandwriting insufficiently clear to understand

fully what was being described.fully what was being described.

Two chapters, although not directlyTwo chapters, although not directly

clinical, I found very helpful in thinkingclinical, I found very helpful in thinking
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